
ELECTRIC GUITAR
Job Materials Price Process overview Turn around 

(days)

Guitar\bass Full set tuning machine 
swap w/out hole fill

Full set tuning 
machines 

25 No holes drilled, string removal and reinstalled, tuning. Body/headstock 
wipe down

1-2

Guitar/bass Full set tuning machine 
swap w/ mod

Full set tuning 
machines

40 New screw holes drilled and or insert holes expanded. String removal 
and reinstall. Overnight only

1-2

Guitar tele/Strat style saddle 
replacement single

Guitar saddle 15 String removal/reinstall tuning Same day or 
next

bass saddle replacement single Bass saddle 15 String removal/reinstall tuning Same day or 
next

Guitar string tree install Tree 25 De-tuning, install tree, tune 1-2

Guitar Strat style trem swap Trem system strings 90 Removal of current system to replace with new system, includes setup, 
not saving existing strings, no routing, system must fit.

4-5

Guitar Strat style bridge swap Bridge/ strings 60 Swap of bridge or trem block only 3-4

Guitar hard tail, vibrato trem install Trem /strings 90 Install of bigsdy style trem to a hardtail, must be sure the part matches 
top of guitar (flat/arch top) no routing

5-6

Guitar nut file None 30 File/ change existing nut slots 1-2

Guitar nut replacement Nut 45 Removal of existing nut. Fit new nut to guitar, glue and clamp. 24hrs 
needed

2-4

Guitar Strap lock install Strap LOCK 25 Removal of existing strap button, hole resizing if needed, install new 
button

1-2

Guitar neck swap Neck 65 Install new neck, setup required 4-5

Guitar tune o matic style bridge receiver 
replacement 

Receivers 60 Existing receivers removed and new ones installed, no routing, must fit 3-4

Guitar tune o matic bridge replacement Bridge 40 Bridge must match radius of fretboard 
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ELECTRONICS
Job Materials Price 

(labor)
Process overview Turn around 

(days)

Electronics diagnostics 60-1.5 hr Voltmeter testing each part of circuit 
individually no same day

4-5

Pick guard swap Pick guard/customer parts 60 Remove strings remove electronic parts 
and de solder body connections, install 
parts to new pickguard clean solders, add 
heat shrink as needed

3-4

Pick up swap(per) Pick up price 60 Existing pick up removal/ new install solder 
or solderless. Clean solders add heat shrink 
where needed Pickguard/string removal 
required.

4-5

Guitar S1 switch Switch 50 Wired in various ways, cust preference, non 
refundable if no preference given

4-5

Guitar various switch 
install

30-60 Includes solderless parts/ various dpdt 
switches and jazz master/ jaguar style 
switches

2-4

Guitar 3way toggle 
switch replacement

Switch 45 Remove existing switch/install clean 
solders add heat shrink as needed

2-3

5 way switch 
replacement

Switch 45 Remove existing part and replace with new 
part. Clean all existing solders as needed 
and add heat shrink as needed

2-3

Out put jack 
replacement

Output jack 30 Remove existing out put jack and install 
new one, clean solders 

1-2

Potentiometer 
replacement

Part 30 Remove existing part and replace. Clean all 
solders as needed ad heat shrink as 
needed

2-3

Guitar treble bleed Various components 55 Added to tone pot (varies for every guitar 
configuration) 

4-5

Guitar circuit  
modification 

75 Phase switch, split coil. 4-5
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